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But leptonic sources 102-103 less powerful 
than SN can dominate CR leptons! 

1% of p-flux

~E-3.1 @ E>10 GeV

~E-2.7 @ E>10 GeV
as hard as protons!

positrons

overall

Challenge: ‘Explain’ overall e-+ e+ Spectrum & Positron Fraction data



 Introduction

 Supernova Remnants

 Pulsar Wind Nebulae

 Conclusions

Outline

I will skip generalities on (hadronic) CRs,covered in  P. Blasi’s talk; also, I 
will not focus on “detailed fitting” of the data with the above ingredients; see 
talks by D. Grasso, D. Maurin, J. Lavalle; for insights on data: talk by T. 
Porter (gamma), M. Boezio (antimatter), …
Apologies for any other relevant talk on the subject that I forgot to mention



 In astrophysics, 
“Standard Model”= minimal model accounting for most facts known.
In no case, it is the model following from including all  Possible 
Standard Physics & astrophysical objects

 # of observables << # of “free parameters” in the problem.
Exactly as in early physics development, identifying the key or 
simplest variables reproducing the data is a necessity if there has to 
be progress.
(For an observed flux, it is not guaranteed that there is a unique set 
of parameters that reproduces the data!)

One comment on the ʻrules of the Gameʼ

Having a consistent scenario that explains the basic features seen is 
the best we can hope for: not because details “are unexplained”… but 
because they will depend on many more details: predictivity stops here!



Make an educated guess about the origin of CRs…

Most Galactic sources of GeV γ-rays are SNRs & PSR/PWN, 
most extragalactic ones AGN



Guaranteed astrophysical sources of e+

Fermi-LAT Collaboration,  
Phys.Rev.Lett.103, 251101 (2009)

Just one argument: to produces π0ʼs seen in diffuse γʼs, must have also π±ʼs in the ISM 

 Spallation of CRs (assume pure matter) on interstellar medium gas



Supernova remnants



The Supernova Remnant Paradigm for CRs

 Energetics The SNR shock carries about 1051 erg of Kinetic Energy. If only 
~10% of it gets converted into CR acceleration,  the known rate of ~3 SN per 
century in the Milky way can supply the needed luminosity: LCR ≈ 0.1Ekin,SNRRSN

 Mechanism SNR have a shock whose conditions lead naturally to a ~quasi 
universal power-law ~E-γ with γ=2+ε. The spectrum ~E-2.7 observed at the 
Earth is explained (consistently with S/P) with  the E-dependent modifcation 
due to diffusive propagation in the Galaxy

 Gamma-Spectra Seem to be produced hadronically at the source, at least in 
some cases

SNR known leptonic CR accelerators (radio, X-ray, γ-rays…). Also Hadronic?
Probably Yes

There are several good reasons:

But… are normalization & spectrum of the leptons consistent with observations?



SNR for CR leptons
To make a long story short, by assuming:
 similar spectra for accelerated primary protons & electrons (OK with theory)
 an overall scaling factor Φe ~0.01Φp (related to the unsolved injection problem)
Low energy-data are roughly ok, while the data for e--e+ flux overshoot the predictions
above ~100 GeV, while those for e+-fraction overshoot the prediction at E>~10 GeV. 

See following talk by J. Lavalle for more quantitative details

Barring
• major systematics, like p-contamination at least ~10 times worst than
evaluated from in-flight data (final check by AMS-02, hopefully!)
• and/or fundamental flaw in our understanding of CR propagation

We need an additional component/mechanism to explain lepton spectra!
Note that we now need only to account for e+ @level 10-4 of the CR hadron spectrum!



A(nother) source of both e+ and e- in SNR?
Young SNRs (τSN ~ 103 yr) can accelerate Galactic CRs up to the “knee” (few PeV) 
But “low energy” (E< TeV) CRs can be accelerated for much longer (τSNR > 105 yr)  

the bulk of GeV-TeV CRs should come from old (almost invisible?) SNRs!

Are enough e--e+  created? In principle, yes! 

Do they have the right spectrum? Naively, we expect them to have the same
spectrum as their parent primary.  This would produce “a flat” component in the 
positron fraction (still dominant over decreasing secondary at large E).
Any hope for harder spectra? 
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But “low energy” (E< TeV) CRs can be accelerated for much longer (τSNR > 105 yr)  

the bulk of GeV-TeV CRs should come from old (almost invisible?) SNRs!

Collisions in the accelerating environment are not crucial for predicting the bulk 
of CR injection, but are not irrelevant when considering secondaries!

Are enough e--e+  created? In principle, yes! 

Do they have the right spectrum? Naively, we expect them to have the same
spectrum as their parent primary.  This would produce “a flat” component in the 
positron fraction (still dominant over decreasing secondary at large E).
Any hope for harder spectra? 



DSA with Secondaries
Acceleration determined by compression ratio

The transport equation 

has the solution

subject to the boundary conditions

where

upstreamdownstream

x
u+ u-

Higher probability to 
return to the shock

for HE particles!

Advected component,
“passive”, flat



Reacceleration of Source e±

 Primary e- ~E-α, after propagation ~E-α−δ

 Secondary e+ and e- at Earth, produced 
during CR propagation: ~E-α−2δ

  Secondary e+ & e- in source ~ E-α +E-α+d    

after propagation ~ E-α−δ +E-α−δ+d P. Blasi arXiv:
0903.2794

Note dependence 
on Emax 
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 Secondary e+ and e- at Earth, produced 
during CR propagation: ~E-α−2δ

  Secondary e+ & e- in source ~ E-α +E-α+d    

after propagation ~ E-α−δ +E-α−δ+d 

Positron fraction
~ a0 E-δ+ a1+ a2 Ed

Crucial physics ingredient production in the 
same region where CRs are accelerated. 
These e+e- have a very flat spectrum! 

Universal (unavoidable) effect: strength 
depends on environment parameters in 
mature SNRs

~n r τSN (1 effective parameter)

~n r2 γ D/ u2

(2 effective par.)
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Note dependence 
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“Primary” antiproton as test of the mechanism

  Can we test it “theory-free”? Yes,
For example with antiprotons! 

 Flattening/rise predicted at high E.

 Sharp difference with respect to 
standard predictions, but at the moment
consistent with the data.

PAMELA Collaboration
arXiv:1007.0821

Itʼs important to understand that the previous mechanism is a conjectured one.
The realization of a rising component depends on unknown details of the process.

P. Blasi & PS arXiv:0904.0871



“Primary” antiproton as test of the mechanism

  Can we test it “theory-free”? Yes,
For example with antiprotons! 

 Flattening/rise predicted at high E.

 Sharp difference with respect to 
standard predictions, but at the moment
consistent with the data.

 Implications for astrophysics: info on sources present,  but degeneracy 
propagation/source properties possible!
 Correlated “rises” in e+ and anti-p. Troubles for WIMP DM searches?
 Similar effects for S/P  Mertsch & Sarkar  arXiv:0905.3152

Lesson: astrophysical “backgrounds” to CR antimatter might be not so trivial… 
The viability of antimatter for WIMP searches should rely on robust signatures only!

PAMELA Collaboration
arXiv:1007.0821

Itʼs important to understand that the previous mechanism is a conjectured one.
The realization of a rising component depends on unknown details of the process.

P. Blasi & PS arXiv:0904.0871



Important Caveat!
The previous analytical solution does not include a lot of effects! In particular, D is a 
function of t,x,E… and is subject to non-linear coupling with f.

The advected production yield would lead to a flat (not rising) secondary/primary 
ratio. Alone, this is significant enough to alter standard ISM secondary production and 
background for DM searches.

Conservative



Important Caveat!
The previous analytical solution does not include a lot of effects! In particular, D is a 
function of t,x,E… and is subject to non-linear coupling with f.

The advected production yield would lead to a flat (not rising) secondary/primary 
ratio. Alone, this is significant enough to alter standard ISM secondary production and 
background for DM searches.

Conservative Speculative

 The “reaccelerated part” which might produce the rise depends on poorly understood 
details. This was parameterized in terms of a diffusion coefficient D which is not 
necessarily linked to primary particles Emax . Mechanisms to decouple Emax from 
background D are known (e.g. nonlinear amplification), but it remains to be checked, 
likely observationally, if this is a significant effect in the case at hand. 



Pulsar (Wind Nebulae)



Pulsar “Magnetospheres”
 Pulsars are not living “in vacuo”:  an e at the 
surface of the NS, the rotating  B-field induces 
a E-field which is huge wrt gravity force!

 Stripped charges form a plasma configuration 
which is comoving with the NS: this is the 
“magnetosphere”. It extends up to a distance 
RL~c/Ω (known as light cylinder). 

 Field lines within RL are closed & charges 
of different sign populate different regions 
(charge separation regime)



Acceleration of Particles in the Magnetosphere
 Regions exist connecting the NS surface to ∞, along which one has a potential 
drop of the order 

 Acceleration of particles happens in the “gaps”, regions without saturated 
plasma configuration, like regions joining null-charge surfaces (no efficient 
“refilling” can take place) to ∞

Acceleration of e to E>TeV can take 
place! (unclear if or how many 
protons/nuclei can be stripped)



Cascade development
But interactions in the magnetosphere are important!  Losses and 
particle production take place and eletromagnetic cascades develop.
High-E spectra shaped by conditions @ different locations via:

Qualitatively, these processes are ultimately responsible for the radio and 
HE observations of Pulsars…

 Synchrotron & curvature radiation 

 Inverse Compton

 pair production in the intense B-field 

 pair production on γ backgrounds

 triplet pair production 
 …



How to distinguish among acceleration models?
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 Different models exist depending on location & geometry of “gaps”

 Constrained via γ-ray spectra (possibly high-energy cutoff!), phase-profile, 
multi-wavelength (radio to γ) constraints.

“Fermi” region!
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 Different models exist depending on location & geometry of “gaps”

 Constrained via γ-ray spectra (possibly high-energy cutoff!), phase-profile, 
multi-wavelength (radio to γ) constraints.

“Fermi” region!

For example, interactions with B dominate in the PC model 
→ superexponential cutoff at relatively low energies (few GeV). 

γ−γ prevail in  outer magnetosphere (d~RL) 
→ milder (exponential) cutoff & at higher E.

In general, pulsar spectra [observed by 
Fermi in γ-rays] are consistent with simple 
exponential cutoffs, indicative of absence of 
magnetic pair attenuation.

L. Guillemot, Fermi Symposium, 
2 November 2009



Gaensler & Slane  
astro-ph/061081

X-ray Chandra image of ”composite” SNR G21.5-0.9
(here, no reverse shock of ejecta deceleration moving inward, yet) 

But thereʼs more than the ʻinitialʼ injection!

 Forward SNR shock in the ISM (which is heated) 
 Reverse shock propagates inwards, decelerating the SNR ejecta
 The relativistic wind (fields plus pairs) launched by the pulsar & called nebula forms 
a “termination shock” when hitting the slower ejecta & becoming non-relativistic 

Several environments can be present around the Magnetosphere of a NS



What do we know about HE particles in PWN?
That X-ray and radio data show evidence for acceleration at the “termination shock” 
where the relativistic wind of pairs reaches the “slow” matter ejecta. Hard spectra 
are present up to 0.1-1 TeV, storing a large fraction of SD energy.

Slane et al. 0802.0206
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are present up to 0.1-1 TeV, storing a large fraction of SD energy.
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Theoretical problems:
Required E ~ large fraction of what injected by spin-down, but unclear how most 
of the energy initially in Poynting Flux is converted in relativistic particles. What is 
the origin of such hard spectra? Where is the “thermal” component?

Slane ‘08



Some misconception on PWN “hard spectra”
DSA paradigm: non-relativistic, strong, parallel shocks in ordinary, ion-e- medium 
predicts E-2.ε spectrum, but has a problem to reach Emax~PeV, solvable via  
 B field amplification (X-ray confirmed!)
 non-linear shock modification (backreaction)
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Hard to predict ≠Hard to obtain in Nature! 
(e.g. many AGN show harder than DSA-theory spectra…)



Some misconception on PWN “hard spectra”

But PWN have a relativistic, oblique (⊥?) shock in a medium filled with pairs! 
Diffusion across B line difficult ⇒ no DSA, i.e. no “standard” or generic model

DSA paradigm: non-relativistic, strong, parallel shocks in ordinary, ion-e- medium 
predicts E-2.ε spectrum, but has a problem to reach Emax~PeV, solvable via  
 B field amplification (X-ray confirmed!)
 non-linear shock modification (backreaction)

Possible ideas put forward:
 Magnetic field reconnection
Converting B-field energy into particles.
 Resonant Cyclotron Acceleration
Requires a crucial role from ions.
 …

~Large efficiencies & hard spectra are hard to predict 
robustly, not necessarily “unreasonable” : 
Hard to predict ≠Hard to obtain in Nature! 
(e.g. many AGN show harder than DSA-theory spectra…)



Both hard spectra and high efficiency possible!
 3-component plasma of e‐, e+, p
(very different in mass!) 

 Rich in pairs

 Energy dominated by p-component

Particle-in-cell simulation find hard spectra (1<index<2), high efficiency (1-30%), 
preferential acceleration of e+ (the higher ρ and η, the better). E.g., 30% 
efficiency for η~5.25 

 Amato and Arons, ApJ 653 (2006) 325 



Both hard spectra and high efficiency possible!
 3-component plasma of e‐, e+, p
(very different in mass!) 

 Rich in pairs

 Energy dominated by p-component

Particle-in-cell simulation find hard spectra (1<index<2), high efficiency (1-30%), 
preferential acceleration of e+ (the higher ρ and η, the better). E.g., 30% 
efficiency for η~5.25 

 Acceleration happens via resonant absorption of magnetosonic waves by 
pairs, whose frequencies are harmonics of the proton cyclotron frequency.

 Preferential e+ acceleration due to helicity matching with dominant proton 
generated wave spectrum
 
 f Hoshino & Arons, Physics of Fluids B, 3 (1991) 818

 Amato and Arons, ApJ 653 (2006) 325 



Some misconceptions about 
astrophysical electron spectra



I. One does not expect a power-law spectrum

Pure Energy-loss effects
e.g. Klein-Nishina suppression of the IC cooling 
rate, important at E~TeV.

Inhomogeneities
 Stochasticity (rms distance <~ E-loss volume) 
 Inhomogeneous distribution of sources, e.g. 
large arm/interarm difference in SN rate 

Many Sources and source types are known!
Virtually any HE astrophysics object sources 
relativistic e-. Many spectra measured, at some 
level their overlap must yield spectral features. 

 Even assuming pure power-laws at injection, features expected!

D. Grasso et al. arXiv:0905.0636;
Shaviv, Nakar, Piran  PRL 103, 111302 (2009)

Stawarz, Petrosian, & Blandford, 
arXiv:0908.1094  

Once we know the injection spectra, the mapping to observed flux is non-trivial!



II. “Features” in CR electrons at TeV are expected!
 A plethora of suitable candidates exist to explain “bumps” in the electron flux: 
SNRs, pulsars, X-ray binaries, etc. (γ,X-ray & radio objects) 
 The astrophysical motivation for “TeV” e- studies is to explore a range where 
all but one/few local objects account for the flux

Kobayashi, Komori, Yoshida, Nishimura, “The Most Likely Sources of High Energy 
Cosmic-Ray Electrons in Supernova Remnants,” APJ 601, 340 (2004)

Possibly Fermi hint for a “bump” interesting, not astrophysically unexpected 



III. Donʼt forget the “fine-tuned” possibility

collisions of CRs from a SNR in a near dense cloud
Y. Fujita, K. Kohri, R. Yamazaki and K. Ioka, arXiv:0903.5298, 
see also Dogiel, V. A et al (1987), MNRAS, 228, 843

GRB (or µ−quasar event?) happening in our Galactic 
neighborhood in the last ~ 105 yr (~1% chance probability?) 
K. Ioka, arXiv:0812.4851

Single pulsar with exceptional properties? Many papers…

Exceptional object(s) or position: elsewhere or at another time in 
the Galaxy we would not see something similar very easily. E.g.:

Predict specific 
features in total e flux, 
not (yet?) confirmed

Consistency with other
probes, like pbar,γ...?
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collisions of CRs from a SNR in a near dense cloud
Y. Fujita, K. Kohri, R. Yamazaki and K. Ioka, arXiv:0903.5298, 
see also Dogiel, V. A et al (1987), MNRAS, 228, 843

GRB (or µ−quasar event?) happening in our Galactic 
neighborhood in the last ~ 105 yr (~1% chance probability?) 
K. Ioka, arXiv:0812.4851

Single pulsar with exceptional properties? Many papers…

Exceptional object(s) or position: elsewhere or at another time in 
the Galaxy we would not see something similar very easily. E.g.:

certainly “logical possibilities”: but also a killing argument (generic conclusions 
would hardly be reached)
 Of course, if one is willing to explore the logical possibility of DM clumps or fine 
tunings (with similar effects!) these explanations are at least as viable.

Predict specific 
features in total e flux, 
not (yet?) confirmed

Consistency with other
probes, like pbar,γ...?



Conclusions
 The most straightforward interpretation of the combined FERMI/PAMELA data is 
that an additional electron/positron population exist. 

 Based on energetics, SNR could esily explain the data. Spectra at low-energy are 
ok, too. However obtaining sufficiently hard spectra at high-E is possible but a tricky 
issue, whose viability depends on poorly understood details. This scenario can be 
tested via anti-p & S/P nuclei observations.

 Alternatively, from an empirical point of view, the observed hard spectra of pairs in 
PWN are sufficient to explain the data both in normalization and spectrum. 
However, what are the mechanisms producing such hard spectra, the flux level 
escaping in the ISM, etc. are still poorly understood theoretically.

 Finally, the possibility remains that a “fine tuned or exceptional” solution exists
(like a GRB), although not needed.

 It is also worth reminding that “spectral features” in lepton spectra in the 0.1-10 
TeV range do not come as “puzzling surprises”, they were predicted!
Simply, until now observations could be fitted even without including those features.

This trend is likely to repeat, be warned!


